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Led television is known for its brighter image view and high-class picture quality. If you already had
a glimpse of all the fabulous photos of an LED TV from the catalogues and you are all set to buy
one of among them. You should at least know the key factors about the technology first. LED
Television is truly an LCD television that has extra technology added. LED are well known as Light
emitting diodes that are a proficient source of light while the LCD screens can be used as
fluorescent tubes. Some of the LEDs are used to glow up the LCD display.

These incandescent tubes provide illumination, but they have a few drawbacks. Such lamps capture
more space and are heavy in weight. These lamps are not able to offer adequate color quality
because of the black color display. This is the very basic reason that LED technology came into
existence. There are couples of LED TVs that are available to the consumer. One of among them is
the black-lit model that allows the LCD display to be lit up by back lightning through a large numeral
of LEDs positioned behind the TV panel. The other one has a split during edging lit side that uses
LEDs as a radiance source positioned around the ends of the television screen.

If you are using LED as a backlight then it requires a lot of space in the back of the television set
making the TV thicker in size. However, the edge lit LED display requires a smaller amount of panel
space at the backside and hence the design is much slimmer and smooth. Some of the other useful
feature of the edge lit LED is that it consumes less amount of energy as compared with other
sources. This is good from the environmental point of view and hence in turn saves your monthly
electricity bill. This makes it possible that the television set can play all your favorite items from the
computer including the internet websites and you can watch online movies as well. Thus, LCD
television is in huge demand these days.
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For more information on a led television, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a lcd television!
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